Fad Forty Rules

Setup

Divide guests into two teams. Give each team a different coin to use as a marker. Place both coins on the start space.

Gameplay

1. The host, who is not playing, draws a card from the top of the deck and calls out a trivia question.
2. The first individual or team to determine the answer shouts out "Fad Forty!" and takes a guess.
3. If the answer is right, they move one space. If not, they stay put and the other team gets a chance to "steal." If the other team gets it right on the steal, they move ahead two. If they get it wrong, they stay put.
4. Play continues, with the host calling out another question. Whoever reaches the final spot on the board first is the winner.
1. The boom box was replaced in the ‘80s by this more portable version.

WALKMAN

2. This popular ‘80s boy band recently reunited and toured with Backstreet Boys.

NEW KIDS ON THE BLOCK

3. This cartoon singer was truly, truly, truly outrageous.

JEM

4. This pink pup wore purple sunglasses on her head to be super cool.

POOCHIE

5. These plastic shoes were all the rage for girls in the ‘80s.

JELLIES

6. Watch brand that had mix and match bands to match all your neon outfits.

SWATCH

7. These short shorts were popularized on the Dukes of Hazzard.

DAISY DUKES

8. With a negative heel, these shoes were the original shape-ups.

EARTH SHOES

9. Got an Atari? Then it’s likely you have this ‘70s game.

PONG

10. This hot pet of the ‘70s needed no food or water—ever.

PET ROCK

11. These tiny stuffed animals were all the rage in the ‘90s, with their own magazine and eBay section.

BEANIE BABIES

12. Wear this on your hip and you’ll always have your wallet and keys close by.

FANNY PACK
13. This toy was the must have Christmas gift in the ‘80s.

CABBAGE PATCH KIDS

14. This toy was the must have Christmas gift in the ‘90s.

TICKLE ME ELMO

15. Squint at these books a something amazing might appear out of a series of squiggly lines.

MAGIC EYE BOOKS

16. These plastic shoes were either loved or hated in the ‘00s.

CROCS

17. Before the world had the Blackberry, all urban up and comers carried this electronic device.

PALM PILOT

18. It was silicone, yellow and on everyone’s wrist in the ‘00s.

LIVESTRONG BAND

19. A blanket with sleeves!

SNUGGIE

20. What could be better than a real fish mounted on the wall? How about this singing one?

BIG MOUTH BILLY BASS

21. Before we had Facebook, we had this hot website of the ‘00s.

MYSPACE

22. Round cardboard toys you flipped and hit with slammers.

POGS

23. This ‘90s dance craze had everyone jumping and shouting

AAAHAAA! MACARENA

24. Hit toy of the ‘90s that blinked its eyes and repeated what you said to it.

FURBIE
25. Hot ‘80s director of Pretty in Pink and 16 Candles.
   JOHN HUGHES

26. Popular ‘70s TV show set in the 1950s.
   HAPPY DAYS

27. Toy introduced in the ‘70s and featured in the movie Hudsucker Proxy.
   HULA HOOP

28. This Material Girl launched a massive career in the ’80s.
   MADONNA

29. This band is mentioned as the one to popularize ‘90s grunge music.
   NIRVANA

30. Everyone wanted to stay at the YMCA after listening to this 1970s disco band.
   VILLAGE PEOPLE